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Abstract 
 

In this paper, an error-detection-coding-aided iterative hard decision interference cancellation 
(EDC-IHIC) scheme for multiple-input multiple-output systems employing hybrid automatic 
repeat request (HARQ) for multi-packet transmission is developed and investigated. In the 
EDC-IHIC scheme, only packets identified as error-free by the EDC are submitted to the 
interference cancellation (IC) stage for cancellation from the received signals. Therefore, the 
possibility of error propagation, including inter-transmission error propagation, can be 
eliminated using EDC-IHIC. Because EDC must be implemented in systems that employ 
HARQ to determine packet retransmission, error propagation can be prevented without the 
need for additional redundancy. The results of simulations conducted herein verify that the 
EDC-IHIC scheme outperforms conventional hard decision IC schemes in terms of the packet 
error rate in various environments. 
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1. Introduction 

Interference cancellation (IC) schemes [1]-[9] are a reception technique for multiple-input 
multiple-output (MIMO) systems; these schemes can achieve a high level of performance with 
reduced computational complexity compared to optimal detection approaches. Among the 
various IC schemes, successive hard decision IC (SIC) [1]-[3] and iterative hard decision IC 
(IHIC) [4] [5] utilize hard instead of soft decision values to further reduce the computational 
complexity. However, if a decoded bit sequence in a hard decision IC scheme contains errors, 
those errors can be propagated to other decoded bit sequences. In addition, if hybrid automatic 
repeat request (HARQ) [9]-[15] is employed for packet retransmission, the errors in the 
decoded bit sequences of previous transmissions can be transferred to the decoded bit 
sequences of future transmissions, owing to the HARQ combining process for retransmission. 
That is, the errors propagated to a packet by the hard decision IC schemes in previous 
transmissions become additional noise components of the packet in future transmissions, 
which disturbs the packet decoding success after retransmission. This phenomenon of error 
propagation throughout transmissions, which is termed “inter-transmission error propagation” 
for the first time in this paper, can degrade the error performances of MIMO systems 
employing HARQ with hard decision IC schemes. Furthermore, if multi-packet transmissions 
are allowed in an MIMO system employing HARQ [9] [10] [12]-[14], the inter-transmission 
error propagation of a packet can be transferred to other packets through the hard decision IC. 
 
To prevent error propagation, error detection coding (EDC) schemes such as cyclic 
redundancy check (CRC) [16] [17] can be utilized for hard decision IC schemes [6] [7] [9]. 
Unlike the approach proposed in [8],  in which EDC is utilized as a criterion to stop iteration, 
the hard decision IC schemes reported in [6], [7], and [9] perform IC when a decoded bit 
sequence is identified as error-free by the EDC. However, the hard decision IC schemes in [6] 
and [7] were designed for MIMO systems without HARQ, and can only be applied in the case 
of two simultaneously transmitted packets. Further, although the hard decision IC scheme in 
[9] was designed for MIMO systems employing HARQ, it is restricted to performing a 
CRC-based error detection procedure for every decoding iteration. Further, in [9], little effort 
was made to investigate the performance and operational characteristics of the utilized hard 
decision IC scheme. 
 
Therefore, in this study, an EDC-aided IHIC (EDC-IHIC) scheme for general MIMO systems 
employing HARQ for multi-packet transmission [9] [10] [12]-[14] is developed and 
investigated. The EDC-IHIC scheme consists of detection, combining, decoding, error 
detection, and IC stages. The main difference between the proposed EDC-IHIC scheme and 
the existing SIC and IHIC schemes is i) the implementation of the error detection stage before 
the IC stage, which enables ii) IC operations based on error detection results for the EDC-IHIC 
scheme; this approach can allow iii) the EDC-IHIC scheme to eliminate the possibility of error 
propagation during IC operations. Specifically, the error detection stage of the EDC-IHIC 
scheme is executed after the decoding stage, which includes a number of decoding iterations, 
and the error detection stage determines whether the decoded bit sequence of each packet is 
error-free. Then, only packets having the decoded bit sequences identified as error-free are 
submitted to the IC stage for cancellation. Therefore, if the error detection result is perfect, 
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EDC-IHIC completely eliminates the possibility of any kind of error propagation, including 
inter-transmission error propagation; this is in contrast to the existing SIC and IHIC schemes, 
which are not designed to consider error detection results during IC operations. This 
assumption becomes valid in practical systems employing HARQ that utilize a powerful EDC 
scheme to determine packet retransmission [15]. 
 
With regard to notation, throughout this paper, sets are represented in sans-serif, as in A , and 
vectors and matrices are denoted in boldface lowercase and uppercase, respectively. AI  
denotes the A A×  identity matrix. The superscripts T , H , and 1−  denote the transpose, 
conjugate-and-transpose, and inverse operators, respectively. [ ]⋅  denotes the mathematical 
expectation. 

2. Preliminaries 

2.1 Definitions 
The main mathematical symbols used throughout this paper are as follows: 
 
•  pN : the number of simultaneously transmitted packets in one transmission time slot; 

•  i o( )N N : the number of transmitting (receiving) antennas; 

•  iP : the packet for transmitting the i th data bit sequence; 
•  T : the maximum permitted HARQ round for each packet; 
•  ,i tp : the subpacket of iP  for the t th HARQ round; 

•  kP : the set of indices of the packet transmitted during the k th time slot. ( )k n i=P  if iP  is  
sent from the n th transmitting antenna during the k th time slot; 
•  ,i kt : the HARQ round of iP  at the k th time slot; 

•  maxd : the maximum number of turbo iterations; 

•  maxf : the maximum number of decoding iterations per turbo iteration; 

•  dc : the number of packets identified as non-error-free in the d th turbo iteration; 

•  ,i de : the error detection result of iP  in the d th turbo iteration; , 0(1)i de =  when iP  is 
identified as error-free (non-error-free); 
•  

,, i ki tl : the set of log-likelihood ratios (LLRs) of all coded bits comprising 
,, i ki tp ; 

•  
,, i ki tL : the set of combined LLRs for all coded bits comprising iP  to the ,i kt th HARQ round; 

•  
,, i ki tB : the set of the bit sequence decoded using 

,, i ki tL . 

 

2.2 System model 

Consider an i o i o( )N N N N× ≤  MIMO system employing HARQ for multi-packet 
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transmission as illustrated in Fig. 1, where i pN N=  and the pN  packets are transmitted 
separately from the different transmitting antennas. It is assumed that channel state 
information (CSI) is fully available at the receiver, but not available at the transmitter. At the 
transmitter, the data bit sequence of each iP  is encoded by EDC encoders employing, e.g., 
CRC codes, and by error correction coding (ECC) encoders employing, e.g., turbo codes. It is 
worth mentioning that the EDC encoder can be omitted from the transmitter if the utilized 
error correction code has strong error detection capability, e.g., in the case of low-density 
parity-check (LDPC) codes [14] [16]. Then, each ,i tp  for 1 t T≤ ≤  is generated from the 

encoded and modulated bit sequence of iP . Without loss of generality, each ,i tp  is assumed to 

contain one transmit symbol. Let 
i,1 ,[ ]T

k k k Ns s=s   with 
i

[ ]H
k k N=s s I  be the i 1N ×  

transmit signal vector at the k th time slot, where each ,k ns  is the transmit symbol for the 

subpacket of ( )k nPP  at the k th time slot. Then, the o 1N ×  receive signal vector kr  for ks  is 
written as 
 

 
 

Fig. 1. System model block diagram. 
 
 

k k k k= +r H s n ,                                                        (1) 
 
where kH  is the o iN N×  MIMO channel matrix and kn  is the o 1N ×  zero-mean additive 

white complex Gaussian noise vector with 
o

2[ ]H
k k Nσ=n n I . Therefore, the average 

signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) is defined as 21 /σ . 
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If decoding of i kP ∈P  fails when ,i kt T< , 

, 1, i ki tp
+

 with , 1 , 1i k i kt t+ = +  is transmitted during the 

( 1)k + th time slot. If i kP ∈P  is decoded successfully or ,i kt T= , the first subpacket of a new 
packet containing a new data bit sequence is transmitted during the ( 1)k + th time slot. 

3. EDC-IHIC scheme 
In MIMO systems with multi-packet transmission, if an IC technique is employed at the 
receiver, the decoding result of each packet is related to those of the other packets. More 
specifically, if the decoding success probability of a packet is high (even neglecting the IC 
procedures), there is a high possibility that the interference from the packet with the other 
packets can be eliminated correctly, which will improve the decoding success probability of 
the other packets. On the other hand, if the decoding success probability of a packet is low 
(ignoring the IC procedures), there is a high possibility that the interference from the packet 
with the other packets will be eliminated incorrectly; this will degrade the decoding success 
probability of the other packets. Thus, a close relationship exists between the decoding results 
of the packets in MIMO systems for multi-packet transmission, when an IC technique is 
employed at the receiver.  
 
Next, we assume that HARQ procedures are utilized for MIMO systems with multi-packet 
transmission employing an IC technique at the receiver. In general, the decoding success 
probability of a packet under HARQ procedures increases with the number of retransmissions. 
This increases occurs for many reasons, such as the increased diversity order, received SNR, 
and number of redundancy bits. However, if a packet experiences an incorrect IC operation 
related to some other packet(s), the former packet will suffer from the errors newly generated 
by the incorrect IC operation, as well as the existing interference originating from the other 
packet(s). In addition, the errors in the decoded bit sequences of previous transmissions can be 
transferred to the decoded bit sequences of future transmissions, because of the HARQ 
combining process for retransmission. That is, the occurrence of an incorrect IC operation at 
the early stage of the HARQ transmission process for a packet can degrade the error 
performance for that packet until the last stage of its HARQ transmission process. Furthermore, 
because of the nature of multi-packet transmission, such inter-transmission error propagation 
for a packet can be transferred to any other packets in any packet transmission time slot, once 
an incorrect IC operation has occurred. Therefore, it is important to prevent incorrect IC 
operation to obtain fine system performance, especially for MIMO systems employing HARQ 
for multi-packet transmission. 
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Fig. 2. EDC-IHIC receiver block diagram for p 2N = . 

 
To prevent incorrect IC operation, an EDC-IHIC scheme for MIMO systems employing 
HARQ for multi-packet transmission is developed in this study. The proposed EDC-IHIC 
scheme is designed to prevent incorrect IC operation by utilizing the error detection result for 
each packet in every turbo iteration. That is, if a packet is identified as non-error-free, that 
packet will not be submitted to the IC operation stage. Fig. 2 is the receiver block diagram of 
the EDC-IHIC scheme for MIMO systems employing HARQ for multi-packet transmission, 
assuming bit-level combining [10]. 
 
The reception procedures of the proposed EDC-IHIC scheme at the k th packet transmission 
time slot are now explained in detail. The proposed EDC-IHIC scheme consists of detection, 
combining, decoding, error detection, and IC stages. Before the first turbo iteration,  the 
initialization procedures for the iterative reception procedures are implemented. Let { , }k kr H  
denote the receive signal vector and channel matrix at the k th packet transmission time slot, 
respectively. Further, let , ,{ , }k d k dr H  be the receive signal vector and channel matrix utilized 
during the d th turbo iteration at the k th packet transmission time slot, respectively. As no IC 
operation can be performed before the first turbo iteration, ,1k k=r r  and ,1k k=H H . Further, 

the number of packets identified as non-error-free before the first turbo iteration, 0c  is set to 

pN  before the iterative procedures are initialized. 
 
Then, the d th turbo iteration of the proposed EDC-IHIC scheme begins with the detection 
stage. The detection stage is implmented for the non-error-free packets until the ( 1)d − th 
turbo iteration, i.e., 

,, i ki tp for all ki∈P  with , 1 1i de − = . First, the filtered output for the transmit 

symbols in the subpackets of the non-error-free packets, ,ˆ k dx  is obtained. For example, in the 

case of a linear minimum mean-square-error (LMMSE) filter, ,ˆ k dx  is obtained as 
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2 1
, , , , , , ,( )

d

H H
k d k d k d k d k d c k d k dσ −= = +x F r H H I H r ,                              (2) 

 
where ,k dF  is the LMMSE filter matrix. Then, the set of LLRs of all coded bits comprising 

subpacket 
,, i ki tp , i.e., 

,, i ki tl , can be calculated using  ,k dx  and ,k dF  as in [5]; this is the end of 
the detection stage. 
 
Following generation of 

,, i ki tl  in the detection stage, the combining stage is implemented. In 
the combining stage, LLR-level combining is implemented for the non-error-free packets until 
the ( 1)d − th turbo iteration, i.e., for all ki∈P  with , 1 1i de − = . Specifically, ,i tl  for ,1 i kt t≤ ≤  

are combined to obtain the set of combined LLRs for all coded bits comprising iP  to the ,i kt th 
HARQ round, 

,, i ki tL ; this is the end of the combining stage.  
 
Using the 

,, i ki tL  generated in the combining stage, the decoding stage is implemented. For all 

ki∈P  with , 1 1i de − = , the ECC decoding process is performed using 
,, i ki tL  with maxf  decoding 

iterations. After maxf  decoding iterations have been conducted, the decoded bit sequence 

,, i ki tB  is generated for iP ; this is the end of the decoding stage.  
 
Then, using the 

,, i ki tB  from the decoding stage, the error detection stage is performed for all 

ki∈P  with , 1 1i de − = , i.e., for all non-error-free packets, until the ( 1)d − th turbo iteration. 
Using the employed EDC scheme, e.g., CRC or parity-check equations of LDPC codes, error 
detection is performed to check whether 

,, i ki tB  is error-free. If no errors are detected in 
,, i ki tB , 

,i de  is set to 0. Otherwise, ,i de  is set to 1. 
 
Finally, the IC stage is implemented, based on the error detection results of the non-error-free 
packets until the ( 1)d − th turbo iteration. If ,

k
d i di

c e
∈

=∑ P
 is equal to 0, all packets are 

identified as error-free. In this case, no further iterations are required and the reception process 
is ended. Likewise, if d  reaches the maximum number of turbo iterations maxd , the reception 
process is ended. Otherwise, if the number of non-error-free packets after the d th turbo 
iteration dc  is not changed from the previous value, i.e., 1d dc c −= , no IC operation is 
performed for the current d th turbo iteration. This is because all the packets identified as 
non-error-free at the previous iteration are still identified as non-error-free after the current 
iteration, and IC operation using non-error-free packets yields error propagations, which 
should be prevented to achieve good system performance. In this case, as no IC operation is 
performed, the detection and combining stages for the next ( 1)d − th turbo iteration can be 
omitted. Therefore, , 1k d+r  and , 1k d+H  are set to ,k dr  and ,k dH , respectively, and the decoding 
stage is repeated with : 1d d= + .  
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Otherwise, if dc  is changed from the previous value, i.e., 1d dc c −< , at least one packet has 
been newly identified as error-free in the current d th turbo iteration. In this case, IC operation 
is performed using the packet(s) newly identified as error-free. Specifically, for all ki∈P  with 

, 1 1i de − =  and , 0i de =  (packets newly identified as error-free in the current d th turbo 
iteration), the IC operation is implemented according to 
 

, 1 , 1 , ,ˆk d k d k n k ns+ += −r r h ,                                                    (3) 
 
where n  is the transmitting antenna for 

,, i ki tp , i.e., ( )k n i=P , ,k nh  is the n th column of kH , 

and ,ˆk ns  is the regenerated transmit symbol from 
,, i ki tB  for 

,, i ki tp . After the IC operation, all 

,k nh  utilized in (3) (the columns corresponding to the packets newly identified as error-free in 
the d th turbo iteration) are excluded from ,k dH , and the reformulated ,k dH  is stored as 

, 1k d+H  for future turbo iterations. Subsequently, d  is set to 1d + . The next turbo iteration 
then begins with the detection stage to obtain the updated LLRs for the remaining packets 
through IC operation, using the packets identified as error-free. This is the end of the IC stage 
and the d th turbo iteration. 
 
The above reception procedures of the EDC-IHIC scheme are summarized as follows: 
 
0) [Initialization] Set ,1 :k k=r r  and ,1 :k k=H H . In addition, set : 1d = , 0 p:c N= .  

1) [Detection stage] For all ki∈P  and , 1 1i de − = , calculate 
,, i ki tl using  ,k dx  and the 

corresponding ,k dF . 

2) [Combining stage] For all ki∈P  and , 1 1i de − = , combine ,i tl  for ,1 i kt t≤ ≤  to obtain 
,, i ki tL .  

3) [Decoding stage] For all ki∈P  and , 1 1i de − = , implement the ECC decoding process using 

,, i ki tL  with maxf  decoding iterations, so as to generate 
,, i ki tB . 

4) [Error detection stage] For all ki∈P  and , 1 1i de − = , perform error detection to check 
whether 

,, i ki tB  is error-free. If no errors are detected in 
,, i ki tB , set , 0i de = . Otherwise, set 

, 1i de = . 

5) [IC stage] If ,: 0
k

d i d
i

c e
∈

= =∑
P

 or d  reaches maxd , stop the reception process. Otherwise, if 

1d dc c −= , set , 1 ,:k d k d+ =r r  and , 1 ,:k d k d+ =H H , and repeat from 3) with : 1d d= + . If 1d dc c −< , 

for all ki∈P , , 1 1i de − = , and , 0i de = , implement IC as in (3). Then, set , 1 ,:k d k d+ =H H , 
exclude all ,k nh  utilized in (3) from , 1k d+H , and repeat from 1) with : 1d d= + . 

 
As shown in 5), a packet is utilized for IC only when it is newly identified as error-free during 
a turbo iteration. If no packets are newly identified as error-free during a turbo iteration, 
additional decoding iterations are performed without the IC, detection, and combining stages. 
Therefore, the probability of error propagation, including inter-transmission error propagation, 
in the EDC-IHIC scheme is determined by the undetected error probability of the EDC, which 
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is completely eliminated if perfect error detection is assumed. The assumption of perfect error 
detection becomes valid for general systems employing HARQ that utilize a powerful EDC 
scheme to determine packet retransmission [15]. For example, the IEEE 802.16e standard uses 
CRC-CCITT with a size of a 16-bit size as the EDC for Chase combining [15]. The average 
undetected error probability of CRC-CCITT is less than 162−  in the worst-case scenario, when 
the average bit error rate (BER) is 210−  [16]. Therefore, if a powerful EDC is used for HARQ, 
the probability of error propagation in MIMO systems employing HARQ for multi-packet 
transmission becomes negligible under the EDC-IHIC scheme. In addition, if a linear block 
code such as LDPC is implemented as the ECC, the syndrome of a decoded bit sequence can 
be jointly utilized with the EDC for error detection [17], which can further decrease the 
undetected error probability. 
 
As the detection stage in EDC-IHIC is executed only when the IC stage is executed in the 
previous turbo iteration, the computational complexity for the detection stages during maxd  
turbo iterations is dominated by the number of executed IC stages. The worst-case scenario in 
terms of computational complexity is the successful sequential decoding of one packet per 
turbo iteration, i.e., only one packet is newly identified as error-free in each turbo iteration. In 
that case, the size of the matrix utilized for the detection stage in the d th turbo iteration ,k dH  
is o p( 1)N N d× − + , because p iN N= , and the computational complexity for the d th turbo 

iteration is 2
o p( ( 1) )N N d− +  [5] [6]. Therefore, the worst-case computational complexity 

for the detection procedures in (2) is max pmin( , ) 2
o p1

( ( 1) )
d N

d
N N d

=
− +∑ . 

 
It is worth mentioning that error propagation prevention can also be applied to the existing SIC 
scheme, i.e., the EDC-aided SIC (EDC-SIC) scheme. In the EDC-SIC scheme, the error 
detection stage is incorporated between the decoding and IC stages, as in the EDC-IHIC 
scheme. Then, each packet is successively subjected to the decoding stage, and the decoded bit 
sequence of a given packet is only subjected to IC when it is identified as being error-free. 
Therefore, similar to the EDC-IHIC scheme, if the error detection result is perfect, the 
EDC-SIC scheme can also completely eliminate the possibility of any kind of error 
propagation, including inter-transmission error propagation. However, as a result of the nature 
of the successive decoding procedures, each packet in the EDC-SIC scheme experiences only 
one error detection stage before the IC operations. In contrast, each packet in the EDC-IHIC 
scheme can experience at most maxd error detection stages prior to the IC operations. That is, 
the EDC-IHIC scheme can provide more opportunities to cancel the packets identified as 
error-free than the EDC-SIC scheme. Therefore, it is expected that the error performance of 
the EDC-SIC scheme is inferior to that of the EDC-IHIC scheme, and further discussions on 
the EDC-SIC scheme are omitted from this paper.  

4. Numerical Results 
The LDPC code in [15] with a rate of 5/6 and size of 576 bits was considered as the mother 
code. CRC-24 was utilized as the EDC [17], and quadrature phase-shift keying (QPSK) 
modulation was considered. Chase combining [15] was implemented as the retransmission 
strategy, and a time-varying Rayleigh fading channel was considered. Antenna switching 
interleaving per transmit signal vector was utilized for transmissions, and the LMMSE filter 
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was employed at the receiver. In addition to the hard decision IC schemes, the performance of 
the receiver having no IC operation (denoted as “NIC” below) was also evaluated as a control. 
We set max 40f =  for both IHIC and EDC-IHIC (in this section, the abbreviations are used to 
refer to the schemes themselves for improved brevity), and the number of decoding iterations 
for a packet was set to max maxd f⋅  for both NIC and SIC in order to maintain the maximum 
number of decoding iterations for the packets in each scheme. 
 
Figs. 3 and 4 show comparisons of the average packet error rates (PERs) of NIC, SIC, IHIC, 
and EDC-IHIC for p i o 4N N N= = =  and max 4d = , where the average PER was defined as 
the ratio of the number of packets terminated in the last T th HARQ round without decoding 
success to the total number of transmitted packets. For the results shown in Figs. 3 and 4, the 
normalized Doppler frequencies were set to 210−  and 410− , respectively. To obtain a 
reasonable average PER, numerical simulations were performed until 1000 packet errors were 
counted for each SNR point. Therefore, the 95% confidence interval values were ±6.4% at 
maximum for the PER values at each SNR point [18]. 
 

 
 

Fig. 3. Average PER comparisons for p i o 4N N N= = = , max 4d = , and normalized Doppler 

frequency of 210− . 
 
From Fig. 3, it is apparent that EDC-IHIC outperformed the other schemes in the fast fading 
channel regardless of T . Specifically, the SNR gains of EDC-IHIC over NIC, SIC, and IHIC 
at a PER of 210−  were approximately 2.98, 1.13, and 0.42 dB, respectively, for 1T = ; 1.90, 
4.88, and 4.43 dB, respectively, for 2T = ; and 1.30, 1.33, and 2.59 dB, respectively, for 
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3T = . SIC and IHIC exhibited superior PERs to NIC for the non-HARQ system with 1T = . 
That is, in a non-HARQ system, the performance improvement due to correct IC operations 
can dominate the performance degradation due to incorrect IC operations. However, SIC and 
IHIC exhibited inferior PERs to NIC for the HARQ system with 2T ≥ , especially in the low 
PER region. That is, in a HARQ system, existing hard decision IC schemes can suffer from 
performance degradation owing to inter-transmission error propagation, which cannot be 
overcome by an additional retransmission. 
 

 
 

Fig. 4. Average PER comparisons for p i o 4N N N= = = , max 4d = , and normalized Doppler 

frequency of 410− . 
 
 
Similar to the results for the fast fading channel, Fig. 4 shows that EDC-IHIC outperformed 
the other schemes for the slow fading channel, regardless of T . Further, the SNR gains for the 
slow fading channel were, in general, further increased over those for the fast fading channel. 
This indicates that the technique of allowing only the correct IC operations (as in EDC-IHIC) 
can be a useful reception strategy to overcome the deep-fading impact. Specifically, the SNR 
gains of EDC-IHIC over NIC, SIC, and IHIC at a PER of 210−  were approximately 12.7, 8.12, 
and 2.40 dB, respectively, for 1T = ; 7.26, 5.03, and 4.26 dB, respectively, for 2T = ; and 4.66, 
2.00, and 4.22 dB, respectively, for 3T = . Unlike the fast fading channel, SIC and IHIC 
achieved similar or superior PERs to NIC for both non-HARQ and HARQ systems. However, 
because of the inter-transmission error propagation, the performance improvements of SIC 
and IHIC over NIC for the HARQ system with 2T ≥  were limited compared to those for the 
non-HARQ system with 1T = .  
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Fig. 5. Estimated average SNR values to achieve PER of 210−  for EDC-IHIC with p i oN N N= =  and 

normalized Doppler frequency of 410− . 
 
Fig. 5 shows the estimated average SNR values that achieved a PER of 210−  for EDC-IHIC, 
for p i oN N N= =  and a normalized Doppler frequency of 410− . The case of max 1d =  in Fig. 5 
is equivalent to NIC having 40 decoding iterations. Compared with the results in Fig. 4, even 
EDC-IHIC with max 2d =  was found to outperform SIC and IHIC with a larger max ( 4)d =  for 

p 4N = . Further, for given T  and maxd  values, the estimated average SNR values for 
EDC-IHIC continued to decrease as pN  increased. In other words, EDC-IHIC achieved 

superior PER with increasing pN  for given T  and maxd  values. Specifically, the SNR gains 

of EDC-IHIC with max 4d =  over EDC-IHIC with max 1d =  were approximately 4.45, 3.15, 
and 1.61 dB for 1T = , 2, and 3, respectively, for p 2N = ; 12.91, 7.15, and 4.72 dB for 1T = , 2, 
and 3, respectively, for p 4N = ; and 16.24, 8.12, and 6.06 dB for 1T = , 2, and 3, respectively, 
for p 8N = . This is because the average number of packets decoded successfully before any IC 
operations in EDC-IHIC increased with pN  for a given average SNR. Therefore, in addition 
to the error propagation prevention achieved by EDC-IHIC, which includes inter-transmission 
error propagation, the performance improvements obtained under larger pN  render 
EDC-IHIC suitable for HARQ-employing MIMO systems with large input numbers, e.g., 
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massive MIMO systems. 
 

Table 1. Average numbers of complex multiplications of SIC, IHIC, and EDC-IHIC per transmit 
signal vector. Here, p i o 4N N N= = =  and the normalized Doppler frequency is 410− . 
dmax 1 2 3 4 5 
CSIC 672 
CIHIC 288 384 480 576 672 

CEDC-IHIC 288 452.1 506.9 510.8 513.2 
 
Finally, in Table 1, the average numbers of complex multiplications of the hard decision IC 
schemes per transmit signal vector are listed for comparison, for the case of 

p i o 4N N N= = = , a normalized Doppler frequency of 410− , and max 40f = . The operations 

in the hard decision IC schemes corresponding to (2) and (3) were evaluated. Here, SICC , 

IHICC , and EDC-IHICC  represent the numbers of complex multiplications associated with SIC, 
IHIC, and the proposed EDC-IHIC, respectively. As regards EDC-IHIC, a greater number of 
IC and detection stages are performed, as the average number of packets decoded successfully 
before any IC operations increases; further, this number increases with the average SNR. 
Therefore, EDC-IHICC  was estimated for the case in which EDC-IHIC achieves a PER of 210−  
with 3T = , which almost corresponds to the worst-case value with a sufficiently low PER. 
Note that, as the IHIC reception process does not rely on the decoding results, IHICC  is fixed 
regardless of PER and T . In addition, SICC  is fixed regardless of PER, T , and maxd , because 
of the successive procedures for all packets. Table 1 shows that EDC-IHICC  with max 5d =  is 
comparable to IHICC  with max 3d =  and, also, that EDC-IHICC  is always smaller than SICC  in 
the simulation environments. The estimated EDC-IHICC  listed in Table 1 is close to its worst 
case value, and EDC-IHIC with max 2d =  outperforms SIC and IHIC with larger maxd , as in 
Fig. 5. Therefore, the proposed EDC-IHIC can be regarded as an effective hard decision IC 
scheme for HARQ employed MIMO systems with multi-packet transmission, in terms of 
computational complexity as well as error performance. 

5. Conclusion 
In this study, the EDC-IHIC scheme for MIMO systems employing HARQ for multi-packet 
transmission was developed and its use was investigated. The EDC-IHIC scheme eliminates 
the possibility of error propagation, including inter-transmission error propagation, and 
outperforms existing hard decision IC schemes while having comparable computational 
complexity. Because the use of a powerful EDC scheme is mandatory in systems employing 
HARQ to determine packet retransmission, the EDC-IHIC scheme can be applied to MIMO 
systems employing HARQ without the need for any additional redundancy. Furthermore, as 
no specific HARQ retransmission strategies are assumed in the system model, the EDC-IHIC 
scheme can be utilized for both Chase combining and incremental redundancy HARQ 
retransmission strategies. 
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Although perfect CSI at the receiver was considered in this study for simplicity, in practical 
systems, both channel estimation procedures and signal detection procedures are required at 
the receiver. In such cases, the EDC-IHIC scheme can be utilized as the detection approach to 
facilitate joint channel estimation and detection procedures at the receiver, as in [19]. This 
topic could be investigated in future research. 
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